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INTRODUCTION

Recently the developments of food technologies based on the conventional methods of action are underway. One of 
such methods is the treatment with high hydrostatic pressure (HHP). The original use of the HHP in the food production later 
on dictates the utility of studies of gelatinization [1,2], changes of the enzyme systems and vitamin properties as well as the 
sterilization of foods. The last alongside the all factors is of a great importance, since allowing for staying products for a long 
time.

It is known that a death of the microbial cells under the action of the high pressure depends upon it's magnitude and the 
ambient temperature. However the effect of the cooperative action of the temperature and pressure is not stable and finally >s 
determined by the species of microbes. The spore forms are tolerant to the pressure in comparison with the vegetative cels- 
Whereas the HHP above 100 MPa produces the rapid inactivation of most vegetative bacteria, the bacterial spores can survive 
at the pressure of 1200 MPa due to the peculiarities and the thick of the membrane. The hydrostatic pressure intensifies the 
spore formations, especially under the conditions when the treatment with steam is performed at the presence of the nutritive 
components [3], It was stated that lasily incipient spore bacteria (B. polymyxa: B. cereus) are sensitive to the low pressure, 
not germinating fractions of the such bacteria spores, called the superdominating,are more stable than original total population 
by a factor of 20-160. Presented to the consideration information is important at the selection of the optimal conditions and 
temperature parameters, under which the maximal decrease of spores is observed. The inactivation of the thermophilic sporeS 
B. stearothermophilus is appeared to a greater extent when the spores are previously treated at 100 MPa, t 50°, 60° C with the 
subsequent decrease of the pressure to 0,1 MPa [4],

The studies of the high pressure effect on the foodstufts showed the possibility of their storing under the action of pressure 
and temperature below 0° C in the not frozen state, as well as the possibility of the defrost of foods without the substantia' 
changes [5], At the storing meat in the container under the pressure of 200 MPa and temperature from - 5° to 20° C on th6 
nitrogen of the volatiles meat is changed likewise the meat stored at atmospheric pressure excluding the increase in water 
holding capacity [6], The defrost of meat under the pressure above 150 MPa as shown by Dauti and Hayashi [7] change ¡ts 
colour,but at the pressure of 50 MPa the meat retains the rich colour; the amount of the exudated meat juice is significantly le5i! 
than from the meat defrosted under the natural conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our experiments were carried out on the equipment with the following performances: limit load, kn 1000-loading rate’ 

kn/s, maximal 100, minimal I, conrolling the loading non stepped rate, maximal pressure in the - 1000 container MPa’ 
dimensions of the work area mm, diameter - 44, height - 200, operating liquid - distilled water, mode of the equipme'1' 
operation static, cyclic.

Subject of inquiry was a muscle tissue sampled from chilled beef and pork carcasses, the time of autolysis was 72-96 h, 1 2" 
4 C. The meat was cutted into the samples with the sizes 120x50x20 mm and vacuum-packed into polyethylenelavsan. 
standards were used meat before and after heat treatment in water to the temperature 70+2° C within the thickness o f tt,e 
product.

To provide the neccessary quality of the product the main factors (contents of water, fat, protein and mineral5, 
digestability, sanitary-microbiological characteristicjmust occur within the definite range, characteristic for each of the111 
obviously, that the evaluation of the product quality is possible only after the sequence of experiments on the base of which 
these factors can be obtained.

The computer factor analysis of the experimental data using mathematic model was carried out. It was made with th® 
aim to determine the optimal number of factors which characterize the product quality impartially. In general this model 
postulates the possibility of the factor determination by the experimentally measured parameters as follows: Fn — aji xy

, i=>
where l - number of the objects analysed; j= l - M - quantity of the experimentale measured parameters; 1 - number of 
revealed internal factors.

The meaning of the model is in the informativity, namely, the first factor has the maximum of information, the second 
maximum of the retained information and so on. The model described allows for determining the better sets of the factor5. 
Matrix of the loads (parameters and values of the factors) is turned in such a manner that the loads are most distinguish^' 
Such turning, called VARIMAX, allows for isolating the groups of the intercorrelated parameters optimizing 
experiment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the experiments on the treatment of beef muscle tissue by HHP five groups interconnected parameters "'Cf® 
estabshshed. The changes within the group are interconnected in a greater extent than between groups. For the rapid evaluati°n
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fact*16 r dUCt 9uabty one can use more representative parameters including maximal contribution into the corresponding 
c  °r' f ‘s enough to have five factors, namely, quantity of microoprganisms, number of SH -groups, mineral content, water 

n-m. and digestability "in vitro".
Pmt 6 ®stat>lished that the treatment of meat by the pressure of 300-900 MPa renders meat harmless from the coliforms 
10teus bacteria.

¡n ^ amPles of meat (beef, pork) treated by the HHP in the range of 500-700 MPa and stored at 2-4° C attest about the decrease 
fr eir microbial contamination in comparison with the samples treated by conventional heat. Under the conditions of 
me “Ï t '16 treated wdb tbe at - 5 - 8° C for 30 days, the psychrophile microflora is inactivated more rapid than 

s°Phüe in comparison with the meat in native state.
at + ™ ing t0 ° Ur rCSultS Presented in the table the contamination of pork treated by the pressure of 700 MPa and stored 
10 d 4 ^  a t̂Cr 5 days WaS decreased t0 9,0x10' CFU/lg. Then the microorganisms quantity in meat was increased and after 

ays was 5,3xl04 CFU/lg. Psychrophile microorganisms in the standards tend to the increase on 10 days of storing,
Table

'croorganisms 
§ of product

Shelf life

24 h
stan- experi- 
dard ment

72 h
stan- experi- 
dard ment

120 h
stan- experi- 
dard ment

10 days
stan- experi- 
dard ment

tat6S°Pllde aer°b e and facul- 9,1 xIO5 1,7x 103 

nis'ms "c f u  ° b e  microorga'

Sifô™rmineuni,s)
^°agulase positive

2,1x10« I,5xl03 3,2x10« 9,0x10' 4,3x10« 5,3xl04

^ahybcoccus 

dia 'te reduc‘ng clostri-

^Vchrophi;nio r --ile microorga- 
J'sms,C FU
k evea'mg Proteus 
Da«eria

8,2x105 0 1,8x10« 0 5,6x10« 0 7,0x10« 0

+absense of microorganisms growth 
Presence of the microorganisms growth

nambher factors effected to the meat quality reflect the depth of the changes taken place under the HHP treatment. By the 
sPecifCl " &rouPs an^ Pr° tein digestability "in vitro" it was established that trea tm en t with the HHP leads to the
rePres'C struc ûra* changes of the protein components of meat and as a consequence it's biological fixation is improved. The 
b'Shei-61̂ 3̂ *̂Ve da*;a are as f°bows: content of water and mineral: in the treated samples the water content is in average 

y a factor of 12-15%, and the mineral content is less by a factor of 15% than in the untreated samples.

CONCLUSION
Th

further^ We revealed the Peculiarities of the microorganisms inactivation in the meat after HHP treatment and during 
of mic .St° rage.' ^ or rapid evaluation of meat quality it is worthwhile to account for five main factors such as the quantity 
absemr° 0ygan*srns’number ^H ■ group, digestability "in vitro", and contents of water and minerals. However, they are 

1 >n the samples treated with the HHP.
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